The Dartmoor Double
A Weekend of Long Orienteering Events - 4/5 October 2014

The Devon and Quantock Clubs have combined to provide two days of varied
orienteering. Each day will use traditional Dartmoor terrain from a base in
Princetown.
Day 1 - Saturday – South area: A technical score event mainly on the open moor but with some
mixed woodland. Map 1:10.000. Starts: 11.00-12.00. Choose from 2 (short), 3 (medium) or 4 (long)
hours.
Day 2 - Sunday – North area: A more “mountain marathon” experience with longer courses
providing route choice rather than full technical difficulty on a 1:25.000 map. Course lengths: short
8km, medium 18km and long 28km (provisional lengths subject to final planning). The short option
will offer a more technical challenge on a 1:15.000 map. Terrain is open moor with areas of good fast
running. Entry includes the traditional home-made soup, bread, cake and hot drinks. Start times
early, middle and late from 9.30 – 11.00.

Entry Fees for the “Double Challenge” (combines both days):
£21 (£18 with BO discount) on medium and long courses
£19 (£16 with BO discount) on short courses
Single Day Entry Fees:
Day 1: £9 (£7 with BO discount)
Day 2: £15 (£13 with BO discount) on medium and long courses
£12 (£10 with BO discount) on the short course
EPS type SI – dibber hire is available -£1 (covers both days)
The event is ideal training for the OMM and similar mountain marathons. Participants
may run as a pair. Different course lengths can be combined over the two days. Small
prizes are awarded for short, medium and long winners of the challenge. The event is
unsuitable for novices and unaccompanied juniors are restricted to the short courses. For
individuals wishing to stay in the area camping and other accommodation is available in
Princetown. Dogs allowed.
Entries may be made through Fabian4
Closing date 28th September
Late entries an additional £2 per event day
Enquiries: Rosie Wych 01823 451942
www.quantockorienteers .co.uk
www.devonorienteering.co.uk

